DHRS Member Mr Sudan Dewan BEM made recently made a short trip to Darjeeling in December 2019 and sends these photographs for member’s interest.

DHRS Murals!

New Concrete Sleepers (all intact!)

Sunny Winter afternoon at Ghoom Station

A rare glimpse of all five “steams” at Darjeeling loco-shed
Diesel rolling on the concrete sleepers

Gorkha War Museum at Ghoom (to be inaugurated soon)

Luckily spotted two steam locos parked at Kurseong shed

Ropeway at Rangbul (built by British Co Ltd London)
All quiet at the Sukna Station

Lord Hanuman’s idol opposite Sukna Station

A lorry is parked on the railway track whilst the local food vendor carries on selling his ‘Milk Chat’ – near Sukna Station

DAS Studio

A DHRS model on sale/display at DAS Studio

The Glenarys Naleru & Tea Room (now a multi-cuisine restaurant)
Frank Ross & Co. looks very much like it did in the 19th Century

The Planters

Clock Tower (Darj Municipal Building)  Ava Art Gallery  Keventer’s for breakfast with bacon & sausages

The Joey’s Pub near Rink Cine Complex  Hotel Shangri-la
The old “English” Cemetery at Singmari

The “Chimney” situated on the old military road from Kurseong to Jalapahar.

Gorkha War Memorial at Batase Loop, nr Ghoom
The sight of ‘Road Safety’ signs put up by the Public Works Department of Darjeeling are welcome as you happen to drive along the hilly roads and hopefully can encourage drivers as well as the pedestrians to act more and cut the risks of accidents in the future!